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approves reporting requirements or an 
alternative means of compliance sur-
veillance adopted by such state. In that 
event, affected sources within the state 
will be relieved of the obligation to 
comply with the requirements of para-
graphs (a) through (c) of this section, 
provided that they comply with the re-
quirements established by the state. 

§ 60.488a Reconstruction. 

For the purposes of this subpart: 
(a) The cost of the following fre-

quently replaced components of the fa-
cility shall not be considered in calcu-
lating either the ‘‘fixed capital cost of 
the new components’’ or the ‘‘fixed 
capital costs that would be required to 
construct a comparable new facility’’ 
under § 60.15: Pump seals, nuts and 
bolts, rupture disks, and packings. 

(b) Under § 60.15, the ‘‘fixed capital 
cost of new components’’ includes the 
fixed capital cost of all depreciable 
components (except components speci-
fied in § 60.488a(a)) which are or will be 
replaced pursuant to all continuous 
programs of component replacement 
which are commenced within any 2- 
year period following the applicability 
date for the appropriate subpart. (See 
the ‘‘Applicability and designation of 
affected facility’’ section of the appro-
priate subpart.) For purposes of this 
paragraph, ‘‘commenced’’ means that 
an owner or operator has undertaken a 
continuous program of component re-
placement or that an owner or operator 
has entered into a contractual obliga-
tion to undertake and complete, within 
a reasonable time, a continuous pro-
gram of component replacement. 

§ 60.489a List of chemicals produced 
by affected facilities. 

Process units that produce, as inter-
mediates or final products, chemicals 
listed in § 60.489 are covered under this 
subpart. The applicability date for 
process units producing one or more of 
these chemicals is November 8, 2006. 

Subpart WW—Standards of Per-
formance for the Beverage 
Can Surface Coating Indus-
try 

SOURCE: 48 FR 38737, Aug. 25, 1983, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 60.490 Applicability and designation 
of affected facility. 

(a) The provisions of this subpart 
apply to the following affected facili-
ties in beverage can surface coating 
lines: each exterior base coat oper-
ation, each overvarnish coating oper-
ation, and each inside spray coating 
operation. 

(b) The provisions of this subpart 
apply to each affected facility which is 
identified in paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion and commences construction, 
modification, or reconstruction after 
November 26, 1980. 

§ 60.491 Definitions. 
(a) All terms which are used in this 

subpart and are not defined below are 
given the same meaning as in the Act 
and subpart A of this part. 

(1) Beverage can means any two-piece 
steel or aluminum container in which 
soft drinks or beer, including malt liq-
uor, are packaged. The definition does 
not include containers in which fruit or 
vegetable juices are packaged. 

(2) Exterior base coating operation 
means the system on each beverage can 
surface coating line used to apply a 
coating to the exterior of a two-piece 
beverage can body. The exterior base 
coat provides corrosion resistance and 
a background for lithography or print-
ing operations. The exterior base coat 
operation consists of the coating appli-
cation station, flashoff area, and cur-
ing oven. The exterior base coat may 
be pigmented or clear (unpigmented). 

(3) Inside spray coating operation 
means the system on each beverage can 
surface coating line used to apply a 
coating to the interior of a two-piece 
beverage can body. This coating pro-
vides a protective film between the 
contents of the beverage can and the 
metal can body. The inside spray coat-
ing operation consists of the coating 
application station, flashoff area, and 
curing oven. Multiple applications of 
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